CHARMS

(complete with sterling silver split ring)

Oval Charm
One print and name

Round Charm
2 x prints & name

Diamond Charm
2 x prints and name

Oscaro Aquamarine Bracelet
with a charm

Mobile/handbag Charm
4 x shapes

Rustic Bead (Pandora style)
One print and name
Sold singularly

7” Sterling silver Bracelet
only no charms

Euro Connector fits
charms to Pandora,
Chamilia, Love links etc.

Lobster Clasp fits
Thomas Sabo. Etc.

Heart Charm
2 x sizes available
from size 1 – 2
One print and name

Braided Leather Bracelet
with one charm

Engraving on the reverse side
for short text i.e. dates.

These beautiful charms can have a hand or footprint added with a name, usually only one print and name will best
fit on these charms.
Each comes with a sterling silver split ring to attach the charm to your charm bracelet or we can supply a connector
to suit your bracelet, please see extras for more details.
Each Charm is over 1 mm thick and are handcrafted and will be the treasured by your family, as these are heirlooms
of the future, everyone will want to own one and you will be so glad you made one when they where little.

NECKLACES

Heart Pendant
4 x sizes
from size 2 - 5 available

Oval Pendant

1/2/3/4/5/6
Pea Pod Pendant

2/3/4/5
Descending hearts

(complete with 20” sterling silver snake chain)

Off set Heart Pendant
2 sizes available

Teardrop Pendant

Rectangle Pendant

Round Pendant

Diamond Pendant

Scrabble type Pendant
any letter, any number

1/2/3/4/5/6 Name & DOB Charms
with Swarovski Birthstone
crystals

Plectrum Pendant

2/3/4
Descending Teardrops

Your text on a large &
small pendants

Dog Tag with 24” Sterling
silver ball chain

Heart with hole in side, fits 1
print and name

These beautiful Necklaces can have a hand/footprint or combination added with a names. Also,
we can add a picture drawn by your child or even a kiss from a loved one.
Each pendant necklace is over 1 mm thick & comes complete with a Sterling silver 20” snake chain,
but each can also be purchased without chain if you already have your own as well.
Other shapes can be made upon request.

KEYRINGS

Diamond Keyring

Off set Heart Keyring

Scrabble Letter keyring
Any letter or number

Extra Large Round
Keyring For 3 prints

Rectangle Keyring

Plectrum Keyring

Dog Tag Keyring

Childs drawing:
any shape can be
chosen

(complete with Sterling Silver Carabineer)

Round Keyring

Oval Keyring

Teardrop Keyring

Heart Keyring

Bookmark Keyring
For 3 prints

Real Leather Key Fob
Available in Antique Brown

Pea-Pod Keyring
1/2/3/4/5/6 peas available

Real Leather Key Fob
Available in Light Tan

These beautiful keyrings can have your hand or footprint added with a name,
or just words in your own writing, even a special message can be added.
Each Silver keyring comes on a Sterling silver carabineer style keyring in a lovely presentation gift box.

KEEPSAKES for Him

Square Cufflinks

Round Cufflinks

Square Cufflinks with
24ct Gold Imprints

Round Cufflinks with
24ct Gold Imprints

Plectrum Pendant
on sterling silver chain

Leather 10mm Bracelet
with silver plate Brown or
Black

Diamond Clear Glass
Paperweight

Lapel Pin
Singular pin, not pairs
(round or heart)

Oval Cufflinks
standard backs

Linked chain oval Cufflinks –
4 x prints

Tie bar with round
charm size print

Guitar Plectrum

Bookmark
(tassels Blue, Pink, or black)

Dog Tag with
24” Sterling silver ball
chain

Scrabble type Cufflinks,
any letter or number

Real Leather Key Fob
Available in Antique
Brown or Light Tan

These beautiful cufflinks have Sterling silver shirt holders soldered on the backs,
and the imprints can be finished with 24ct gold as an optional extra.
The linked ovals are 4 oval charms linked with a small silver chain.
The 10mm wide Leather bracelets can be adjusted to fit by the customer,
the braided leather bracelets are made to the size required.

KEEPSAKES for Her

Fingerprints available
on request

Diamond Clear Glass
Paperweight

Scrabble type Pendant
any letter, any number

Bridge style bracelet add
words up to 12
characters approx.

Real Leather Key Fobs in
Antique Brown or light
Tan

Love spelt with hands
and feet plus a name
keyring, or necklace

Lapel Pin
(round or heart)

Mobile/handbag Charm
4 x shapes

Family names repeated
on a round
necklace or keyring

Bookmark
(tassels Blue, Pink, black)

Rustic Bead (Pandora style)
One print and name

1/2/3/4/5/6
Pea Pod Pendant
Necklace or keyring

These are some of the other beautiful keepsake ideas to gives as great gifts to treasure.

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

24ct Gold
to highlight Imprints

Additional Sterling silver
24” Ball Chain

Additional Snake Chains
16” or 18” or 20”

to enhance your keepsakes

Patina to give that
Aged/Antiqued look to
imprints

Engraving on the reverse
side for short text i.e.
dates.

Euro Connector fits
charms to Pandora,
Chamilia, Lovelinks etc.

Gold Plating
finish 24ct gold

Oscaro Aquamarine
Bracelet only no charms

Lobster Clasp fits
Thomas Sabo. Etc.

Blue or Pink
resin imprints

7” Sterling silver Bracelet
only no charms

Childs drawings can be
reproduced or even
handwriting

Leather Key Fobs available in 7 x colour’s

These extras can enhance your keepsake for your own personal taste and requirements for a small extra cost.

